00. Requirements for 35 PGP Certificate

01. HW 1 S1 Culture and Socialization

02. HW 2 S2 Teemant Chapter Overview of Six Standards

03. HW 3 S3 Fisher and Frey 2012 Collaborative Learning

04. HW 4 S4 Van Lier Walqui Language and CCSS

05. HW 7 S6 Reading A Bunch Kibler Pimentel Realizing Opp in ELA

06. HW 7 S6 Reading B Dong Bridge of Knowledge

07. HW 7 S6 Reading C Tomlison Formative

08. HW 9 S8 Reading Chapter 1 Critical Literacy

09. LA 33 S9.a. Whose Community is this Math

10. LA 33 S9.b. Respond to Tragedy

11. LA 33 S9.c. My Family's not from Africa Unit


13. LA 33 S9.e. King Corn Food Crisis Unit